
Family

(həd) p.e.

Put it away, and hold it for a rainy day
Just be yourself - don't worry
Cuz in the end, it's us against
Them again
And no one else - don't worry

No, you don't wanna fuck with me
I represent the family
You don't anna fuck with us
Or you could suck my dick and lick my nuts

I ain't a playa - i'm a nigga for real
The type o' nigga wit mass appeal
I get up in it, i'm in it so you can feel me
I love that pussy, that pussy is gonna
Kill me

If you ain't up on things

Hed p.e. is the name - subnoize the game

I make a record and the youth ignite
I write a rhyme and the truth
Take flight
The illuminati betta run and hide,
Or i might
Grab a mic and incite a riot, or i might
Expose these 911 lies, or i might
Lose my mind and cock back the nine

Family - born 2 ride - down 4 life
Family - you are mine

Put it away, and hold it for a rainy day

Just be yourself - don't worry
Cuz in the end, it's us against
Them again
And no one else - don't worry

I represent the new american
The punk rock kids from houston to
Amsterdam
To london, to colombus and back
To good ole huntington beach... you
Know where i'm at
I know my people, my people they
Know me
All your conspiracy theories are
My reality
My people, we not believin the tv
We know the governments lieing
They just keep liein to me
About religion and money and et's
Pull of 911 and blame i-ra-quis
Divide me from you and you against me
Decide who will be and who will not be

This is a moment that you'll never



Forget, never regret
The moment that you get in your hed
That you're better than that
Don't be manipulated!
The family is growing
And these motherfuckers hate it!!!
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